
 

Science: Animals including Humans  

Subject areas covered: Science, PSHE,  

Due to the first national lockdown, we will cover both Y4 

and Y5 objectives in this area of learning.  

As scientists the children will explore the digestive system 

and be able to identify the basic parts of the body involved.  

They will be able to identify the different types of teeth and 

their simple function.  

We will construct and interpret a variety of food chains,  

identifying producers, predators and prey.  

The children will be able to describe the changes as humans 

develop to old age.  

Art—Rainforest  

Subject areas covered:  Art, Science, English  

As artists, we will  recap on our learning of line and tone 

from Year 4.  

We will  develop our Observational drawings to ensure that 

they are accurate.  

We will revisit our knowledge of perspective from Spring 

term and use this, along with shading and texture for  

realism.  

We will use colour mixing and blending techniques  

effectively.  

We will build on, and develop our art skills in order to  

produce an observational drawing of a rainforest plant and 

animal.  

Key Information 

Text focus:  Running Wild   

Writing Genres:   

Warning Story  

Explanation Text  

Maths: Effective Maths  

Useful Apps: 

Mathletics 

Timestablerockstars 

PurpleMash 

Class Dojo  

Spelling Planet  

 
PE: Friday  (come in games kit) 

Reading—please return reading  

records and books to school each day.  

Year 5 Summer 1 Curriculum Overview 
School Value— Kindness  

Relationships  

Subject areas covered: PSHE—Jigsaw 

As Citizens, we will explore different areas of 

‘’Relationships”.  This will include:  

• how to make friends, resolve conflict within  

friendship groups 

• show respect to others and know how to help  

others when they feel hurt.  

 

RE—Pilgrimages  

Subject areas covered: Religious Education 

This term we will discover the significance of pilgrimages 

for many faiths.  

The children will identify where pilgrimages take place and 

what is involved to make the journey.  

We will use our British Value knowledge to understand 

why individuals express their faith through pilgrimage and 

what this represents within their religions.   

 


